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Published monthly by LPG and Gas Associations of New Zealand

Gasline is published regularly as part of the industry’s efforts to encourage the direct use of natural gas and LPG into households and small businesses.

In this issue:
- Heating electrification: robbing Peter to pay Paul?
- Achieving the Paris goal by green hydrogen is a pipedream
- The case for methane pyrolysis
- Plan for world-leading clean hydrogen plant in the UK
- Gas NZ: Don’t pick ‘energy winners’ in quest for low carbon houses

Heating electrification: robbing Peter to pay Paul?
Environment Minister Kuncuk says need to phase gas supply transitions to all household use to keep gas for heat.

Achieving the Paris goal by green hydrogen is a pipedream
Environment Victoria is using a report on the Victorian gas supply and demand balance to call for policy settings to electrify the gas load.

The case for methane pyrolysis
As reported by Gas Transitions
There is a lot of debate as to whether “blue” hydrogen (based on natural gas, in combination with carbon capture and storage) should be part of the energy transition, or whether policy should focus solely on promoting “green” hydrogen (electrolysis based on renewable electricity).

Plan for world-leading clean hydrogen plant in the UK
Equinor is leading a project to develop one of the UK’s – and the world’s – first at-scale facilities to produce hydrogen from natural gas in combination with carbon capture and storage (CCS).

Gas NZ: Don’t pick ‘energy winners’ in quest for low carbon houses
Gas NZ has resisted the New Zealand Green Building Council’s (NZGBC) proposal that the Homestar standard for net zero carbon homes requires highly rated houses to be fully electric.

STORY IDEAS?
We are always looking for stories from both the natural gas and LPG worlds, as well as the wider gas community.

Email any story ideas to Daniel info@lpga.org.nz
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